
The March 2007 meeting was held on March

10 at the Wieuca Road Baptist Church, 2636

Peachtree Road, Atlanta.  NoGa meetings are

held on the 2nd Saturday of each month.

Pickett, Ad4S was our Emcee for the

meeting.  The following were present:
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Brian, N4TRB

Dave, KB4UVV

Terry, WA9WNE

Dave, N4DJS

Rick, K4RAB

Harold, KE6TI

Barry, K4WX

Russ, AE4NY

Guy, AF4MN

Joe, W4JHR

Ted, KX4OM

Bob, AA4CX

Jim, W4PZD

Lanson, N4LY

Steve, KI4XR

Dick, K2UFT Pickett, AD4S - M.C. and raconteur nonpareil

NoGa 80 meter weekly CW net report

Guy, AF4MN called the net, as usual.  The
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Opening remarks - Pickett, AD4S

Pickett recalled that he attended his first

NoGa meeting in 1998, about a year after his

long-time friend Russ, AE4NY began urging

him to join.  At that first meeting, Steve,

AA4BW brought enough stuff that

everybody at the meeting was able to build

and 80 meter transmitter at the meeting!

That really made an impression on Pickett.

(Editor's note: Steve, of course is the

instigator, organizer, parts procurer and host

of NoGa's now-famous "Building and BBQ"

Days).

net is held weekly on Tuesday evening,

nominally at 2030 EST.  With the band

reallocation, there has been some difficulty

in pulling things together.  Guy called on the

new net frequency of 3777 kHz, and he

reported QRM from another net (Canadian),

so he tried 3566 without any checkins.  He

will try calling the net beginning at 2030, and

then 2100 and 2130 for awhile.



Rick, K4RAB attended the Dalton Hamfest,

and he brought back an SWR analyzer and

put up a hidden antenna in his apartment.

Rick rolls it out the window to conduct

secret QRP Ops. (That's dedication!- ed.).

Harold, KE6TI brought in another batch of

the 3' by 1/2" PC board strips.  Those things

are great for Manhattan construction - you

can just snip off what you need with a pair of

shears.  He also brought in more crystals,

probably a hundred or so, on cardboard tape.

These are 8.3xxx MHz HC-49/US, which

should be good candidates for IF crystals,

since the popular frequency counter add-ons

have provisions for plugging in odd offsets

for IF frequencies.  Ted, KX4OM mentioned

that a batch of 4.0 MHz crystals that Harold

brought in a few months ago, which were

pulls from equipment chassis,  had no more

than 10 Hz difference in frequency out of a

batch of 15 as checked on Ted's PVXO and

crystal drive unit.

Barry, K4WX is engaged in tower work for a

beam he jsut got.  He's cleaned, primed and

sprayed it black. The tower has been up a

couple of months, and no one has said

anything yet.  Dave, N4DJS pointed out the

vagaries of permitting in and around Atlanta.

Dave, KB4UVV is just getting started in

QRP.  He's trying to locate a VE3DNL

marker generator. (Editor's note: currently

sold out at Jackson Harbor Press <http://

home.att.net/~jacksonharbor/ve3dnl.htm>,

but follow the link to Glen's qrp-l post on a

1.024 MHz crystal version).  Another

suggestion was to read the K-1 stuff on Tom,

Show and Tell

N0SS's web site.  Dave spends most of his

time on ARES work for Dekalb county.  He

is an AEC for Dekalb, and they are

affiliated with the Alford Memorial ham

radio club, for which he is Secretary.

Brian, N4TRB showed up for the first time

last month, and he is building the DC40 kit.

He's also working on a 6L6 rig.  He built

one in 1968, but it didn't work well.  Guy,

AF4MN mentioned that the 6L6 as an

oscillator requires a large amount of crystal

drive, perhaps even beyond the capabilities

of an FT-243 - Barry mentioned that he has

some FT-241 crystals.  Someone mentioned

that some 3rd-party vendors are remounting

HC-49 crystals in FT-243 holders.  Ted,

KX4OM mentioned that he has successfully

mounted one in a useless-frequency FT-243

case, but that it required considerable

grinding with a Dremel-type tool of the

balkelite case to get the inserted crystal to

fit.  Ted intends to try it with his HT-40,

which might not require as much crystal

drive in the oscillator.

Dick, K2UFT mentioned that he has loaned

his K2, which Pickett built for him, to

ZS1EL,, who will be traviling in the US.

Dick is trying to get him to join in on the

Georgia QSO Party contest this spring.

Joe, W4JHR recounted his introduction to

ham radio from his boyhood in Chicago,

where a ham lived behind his house.  He

used to listen in on an Ocean Hopper.

Lawson, N4LY brought a multifunction

DVM that he got at Harbor Freight (on line)
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for $20.  It not only does AC/DC voltage and

current, and resistance, but it measures

temperature via a probe from -20 degrees C

to 1000 degrees C.  It also measures

frequency up to 20 kHz, and capacitance

from 2 nF to 20 uF.

N4LY's Multi-multi-function DVM

Jim, W4PDZ showed off his fine build of the

Kitchin regen.  Jim added an RF stage, after

noticing that his hand would detune the

receiver when touching the antenna.  Along

with the RF stage, he put in an attenuator, as

well.  The receiver has a homebrew capacitor

shaft coupler made out of a common

hardware store nylon spacer (it looks to be

about 1/2" by 1" - ed.) that Jim says is easily

threaded for the locking screws and drilled

out to 1/4" for the shafts.

Guy, AF4MN has been listening on LF,

between 100 kHz and 400 kHz.  So far, he's

logged 54 stations of unknown origins'

signals.  He's still working on his SW-80+.

W4PDZ Regenerative receiver

Bob, AA4CX finished the calibration on his

W7ZOI/W7PUA log power meter.  He used

an HP signal generator with a calibrated

output, but he borrowed Ted, KX4OM's meter

for a calibration check, as Ted had his

calibrated by Horold, KE6TI, who has some

fine capabilities in the testing and calibration

area.  Bob says that the difference between the

two meters was on the order of .06 Volts.  Bob

recounted how he got interested in ham radio.

He brought in a copy of the 1959 ARRL

Handbook that he bought new for $3.50.  He

bought it when he was between assignments

as an intern at Grady Hospital and his

residency in Alabama.  He built a broadcast/
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shortwave band receiver from the book, but

it was 15 years before he had time to

become a ham.

Ted, KX4OM brought in his homebrew

ELSIE LC meter, which he built from plans

on the AMQRP web site.  He demonstrated

it with several capacitors and inductors.  The

ELSIE uses CW output from a small speaker

rather than a digital readout, and is

inexpensive to build.  Ted also showed his

Atmel AVR homebrew flash programmer

that he used to program the microcontroller.

Ted donated a bag of parts kit as a door

prize, including the programmed AVR and

all other electronic parts.  Jim, W4PDZ, who

is an avid and prolific homebrewer, was the

happy winner.

Russ, AE4NY brought in a real treasure - an

antique crystal set.  A few years ago, Mike

Branca, W3IRZ(SK), a long-time NoGa

member and mentor, helped Russ get it

KX4OM ELSIE LC Meter
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Homebrew AVR flash programmer

going.  The set is in beautiful condition.  It

is used with high-impedance headphones,

and Russ had two fine examples of those as

well.  The looked like the might have been

stored new in his footlocker since his days

as a WWII AAF radio operator.

AE4NY Antique Crystal Set
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Galena Crystal and Catwhisker Detail

2000-Ohm Impedance Headphones

Wrapup

That does it for this edition of the NoGa

News.  Your editor is doing this as a trial

run, and solicits comments as to whether it is

worth continuing, and also on the type and

amount of content.  If we do decide to

continue the newsletter, perhaps we can

have other members contribute infomation,

happenings, announcements, etc., over the

course of the month between meetings.

I think that the discussions and experiences

we share at the meetings are worth

capturing for some degree  of posterity.

Please send comments via the nogaqrp

Yahoo group message system so we can

discuss them as a group.

72/73,

Ted Bruce KX4OM


